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Write out the passage below correcting all the errors you can find [more than 15] : 
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Copy this out, correcting all the errors you notice [25], including punctuation and paragraphing: 
wen it snowd, we all ran out of are houses and plaid in the street. Me and my brothers had the 
change to through a snowball at that grumpy old women from number five. Wot a laugh! Wen 
she hurled wun back we we’re surprised, but it made us happy to realise that she still had sum 
fun left in her.  Dad tryd to take some photo’s of the event – I cant weight to see them. If their 
clear enough, Ill give her one. Later, when wed had a hot bath and supper, we wached the 
people walking about outside from the up-stares window. They were skidin about slidin on the 
snow. As soon as they saw us they pelted snowball at the window. 
If you finish before the others, write about your own experiences of snow or add a paragraph to 
this story. 
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In two columns labelled noun and adjective list examples found in the passage below.  Next 
label the three nouns that aren’t common nouns.  

We went walking in the woods today, squelching along paths that were muddy, as there had 
been a lot of rain. Many people were riding their horses on the tracks that wound through the 
trees, making the most of the sunshine. We saw a few squirrels scampering about between the 
trees and some late – or very early – gorse in bloom. In a grove of trees we spotted an old 
caravan covered in moss and Graham spent some time trying to work out how it got there, 
because there seemed to be no gap wide enough for it to have been pulled between the huge 
boles. 
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Read the 25 simple sentences below.  Rewrite the passage using at least four complex sentences 
and no more than a total of six sentences in two paragraphs.  
[if you finish before the others, continue the story in a new paragraph] 
We have finished eating our supper. Dad chooses a book to read. Mum has put the dishes in the 
dishwasher. Mum puts up the ironing board. We children settle down on the carpet. We listen. 
We draw. We colour in. Mum sorts washing from the drier. She folds the clothes that don’t need 
ironing. She makes a pile to be ironed. Dad is reading. He changes his voice to suit all the 
characters. We comment on what is happening in the story. We laugh at the funny bits. There 
are scary bits. There are tense moments. We jump about. We shriek excitedly. Mum irons. The 
steam from the iron hisses. These are happy times in our family. The bad news comes. The word 
is, ‘Tooth-brush-time’. It is bedtime. 
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Create two columns labelled singulars and plurals.  In the singulars column list the words below. In the 
plurals column write the plural form of each word (e.g. glasses): 

knife glass hammer child sheep 
goose potato piano hero memory 
diary witch tooth city woman 
radio  leaf baby handbag tomato 
deer life break lady muscle 
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